
WE DID IT!

Dealsinvicta team
reaching 

 ambitious goals
every day



THERE ARE
THOUSANDS
OF 
E-PLATFORMS
OUT THERE:

In order to choose with which platform a
merchant wants to work, he/she should
determine what he/she will sell first. 

fashion-focused marketplaces, bargain-
focused marketplaces, service – focused
marketplaces.



THE
MERCHANT
might also be attracted by various
options a certain platform offers,
such as:

the possibility for a fast listing, ordering, redeeming,
invoicing, immediate fund transfers, cancellation,
return and refund processes, adequate customer
support based on knowledge over thousands of
rules, regulations, compliance measures and
complicated updates that are compulsory for a
successful online business within today’s
increasingly complex global market. Moreover, it is a
plus if the platform provides great advertising
solutions and if the merchants are given an
opportunity to divert customers to their local shop
as well.



AND WHAT IF 
WE TELL YOU

that there already is
an e-commerce
platform that offers all
of the things we listed
above? And much
more! Because
Dealsinvicta is part of
a revolutionary
concept - Close the
circle.  
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So, what is the
"Close the circle"
concept about?



PROBLEM
Many companies struggle to
accomplish the so-called
"closed circle of production".
Fortunately, the number of
zero-waste businessess
increases every day. But just a
few realize and work in the
direction to close the circle of
valuable activities through
which people can exist
relatively independent from
outside environment.

Why?

This is because businessess
and governments do not aim at
creating a "shelter" for society
where people will feel free and
motivated.



In fact it is just Invicta's Close the circle
concept out there that involves virtual assets
as a payment method, plus it has created all
the structures of affiliate business  functions
in order to guarantee that that virtual asset
will be relatively stable. 

It is just Invicta out there that is trying to
fight against peoples' vulnerability to the
political and economic environment which
surrounds them.



SOLUTION
How we do that?

By delivering to people relatively
stable virtual assets that will back
up their financial freedom;

By creating different solid
affiliate businesses where
people can participate,
earn and learn, thus
isolating themselves from
negative political and
economical influences and
on their turn can influence
the environment in human
centric direction.



ADVERTISE
WITH UShttps://dealsinvicta.com/

Welcome to


